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BRAND

3D STYLED
Technology and design in the new ceramic proposals by ABK Group
ABK Group brings to Cersaie, the International Exhibition of ceramics for
architecture and bathroom furnishings, the lifestyle and research of its brands
ABK, Flaviker, Abkstone and Materia in an immersive journey that ranges from
color to matter thanks to the exclusive 3DTech and Full Vein 3D technologies.
The first allows to apply thick ceramic materials in perfect correspondence
with the graphics to obtain surprising three-dimensional effects while, through
the Full Vein 3D technology, greater graphic continuity is achieved between
surface and thickness in the through-grain slabs, a plus linked to the controlled
digital mixing of different colored raw materials.
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PROJECT

JEWEL MANOR
Architect Francesco Venzi has renovated the four star Relais Castello Di
Casiglio, a jewel with 700 Years of history

The Relais Castello di Casiglio in Erba is a fascinating structure that speaks
through its 700 years of history. It’s a true jewel located in a strategic position
not far from Lake Como with its most famous destinations: Cernobbio,
Tremezzo with Villa Carlotta, Bellagio with Villa Melzi, Lenno with Villa
Balbianello and Varenna with Villa Monastero. A few kilometers away, the area
offers plenty of possibilities to sports lovers: tennis courts, horse riding centers,
cycle paths, adventure parks and nautical activities. The Villa d’Este Golf Club is
just 4 km from the Castle. This 4-star Relais is an ideal location for meetings,
conferences, teambuilding activities, weddings, events and romantic or
themed dinners served in the new Lecru Restaurant, located in the oldest part
of the castle and also open to external customers.

JEWEL MANOR
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ARCHITECT ICON

CHOOSING FREEDOM
French Architect Clement Lesnoff -Rocard chooses freedom over safety as his
design ethos, a profile of his life and work

International Ceramic Bathroom Kitchen Fair, which is closely followed by the
global ceramics industry, will open its doors with over 1.200 international
brands and over 100.000 visitors from 130 countries. Various products will be
on display at the fair, which is the meeting point for the 60 billion dollars
global ceramics market, including bathroom products, floor-wall coverings,
kitchen products, ceramics manufacturing technologies, decoration products,
packaging, and storage. UNICERA- International Ceramic Bathroom Kitchen
Fair, organized by TG Expo International Fairs in collaboration with the Turkish
Ceramics Federation (TSF),
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